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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 
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REVIEW RETURNED 07-Jul-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Patient and nurse preferences for nurse handover  
 
This paper is focused on an important and timely issue- how to 
motivate and improve bedside nursing handover – by surveying and 
comparing nurses and patients preferences. There is a lot to like 
about the study: The focus on patients’ involvement during 
handovers, surveying nurses and patients alike, the use of DCE 
research design, and the thoughtful methodology. Yet, I have also 
several concerns, in regard with whether protocols are scientifically 
credible, and whether the design is procedurally sound. In the 
following, I detail my concerns, which I hope can guide the authors 
in developing their ides further.  
 
Aims. One of the study main aims is to compare the preferences of 
different aspects of handovers for nurses and patients. First, please 
clarify in the aims section (and in the abstract) the subjects of 
preferences of nurses as compared with patients: is it only patients’ 
involvement? Does it include also time constrains and 
confidentiality? What about patients’ quality and safe care? The 
latter seems also a crucial implication of bedside handover.  
 
Second, the findings of Drach-Zahavy & Shilman (2015) highlighted 
the importance of delineating patient’s participation as a bi-
directional concept: patient’s initiative and nurse’s initiative for 
participation. Patient’s initiative and nurse’s initiative for participation 
have different motives: Patient’s initiative refers to the efforts made 
by patients to start a conversation during handover in an attempt to 
take charge of their care, mainly by seeking information, asking for 
clarifications about ambiguous information and actively managing 
their care. Hence, patients apparently perceived the handover as an 
opportunity to obtain information. For nurses, initiative for 
participation apparently meant starting communication with patients 
during handover, in an attempt to set priorities, coordinate care, and 
create a first, unmediated impression of the patient, which they can 
then crosscheck against the verbal information exchanged at the 
handover and the written reports. Further patient’s initiative and 
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nurse’s initiative for participation have different antecedents. 
Therefore, I question whether a similar set of attributes could be 
used for comparing between patients and nurses. Moreover, if so, 
are the attributes delineated in Table 1 tapping both patients’ and 
nurses’ motives. For example, for nurses, patient’s participation is 
important for getting a first impression of the patient, but this is not 
captured as a main attributes. Please clarify.  
 
Third, as the findings of Drach-Zahavy & Shilman (2015) showed, 
inter-personal differences among patients can account for the 
different preferences to participate in handovers. Yet, your attributes 
were mainly situational. How can you account for such differences in 
the DCE research design?  
 
Rationale for using DCE. The authors have provided a detailed 
description of the DCE research methodology. Yet, they did not 
explain why and how this methodology is suitable for answering their 
research questions. What is(are) the dependent variable(s)? What 
are the independent variables and the covariates? Why do the 
authors think that DCE is the preferable research design? How does 
the DCE research allow for testing the three study aims? I find these 
critical issues, as a discrete choice experiment protocol should guide 
other researchers how to conduct a rigorous DCE research.  
 
Qualitative findings. Please elaborate on the qualitative findings 
concerning patients and nurses. For example, for the nurses’ views: 
why did nurses approve of patients as participants? What personal 
and patients’ benefits (if any) were perceived by nurses as 
motivating patients’ involvement? Which patients’ characteristics 
were perceived as barriers for participation? Please also explain 
how these findings are integrated into the DCE design.  
 
The selection of attributes. In line with my previous comments, I 
recommend that the authors would better justify their choice of 
attributes. What guided their decision? The authors do state that 
..”using the results of the literature review and the qualitative 
analysis, a full list of all possible attributes that appeared for both 
groups was implied…” yet, to my opinion, a critical issue is how they 
came with their list of 6 attributes.  
 
The CME design. I have several questions concerning the CME 
design. First, as I noted in my previous comments, the authors 
should specify their dependent variables. Specifically is it only 
patients’ involvement or also time consuming and confidentiality. 
Second, please explain to the BMJ readers how your design 
captured 144 possible alternatives. Third, please explain how you 
limited the number of choice sets presented to patients (6) and 
nurses (9). Fourth, was the ordering of scenarios within the survey 
versions randomized to avoid ordering effects?  
 
Sample size. Please provide power estimation to justify the future 
sample size. Please see de Bekker-Grob EW1, Donkers B, Jonker 
MF, Stolk EA (2015). Sample Size Requirements for Discrete-
Choice Experiments in Healthcare: a Practical Guide.Patient. Mar 1. 
[Epub ahead of print]. This issue is particularly important given the 
ability and willingness of patients and nurse to engage in such 
exercise.  
 
Covariates. Whether it is a first hospitalization or not seems to be 
very important covariance variable. In addition, I would recommend 
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including some reference to the overload during the handover, 
whether as an attribute or as a consistent attribute in the instructions 
for the respondents to imagine a specific handover. 

 

REVIEWER Lianne Jeffs 
St. Michael's Hospital/University of Toronto 

REVIEW RETURNED 19-Jul-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Overall this paper has too many components of the development, 
pilot testing and protocol for full roll out of a surve using DCE design 
that there are redundancies to two publications around the literature 
review and survey development that are in press yet also mentioned 
in this paper interspersed with the protocol for full implementation of 
the survey DCE design. For example, there is mention of the pilot on 
page top of page 7 and then outline of sample selection for study 
protocol the back to pilot description on page 8.  
 
Given that there are already publications in press on the survey 
development recommend that this paper be streamlined to the pilot 
of DCE which there is a brief mention on page 8. This could be 
elaborated on in terms of how the pilot was undertaken/methods - 
was there psychometric testing (validity and reliabliity) in addition to 
feasibility types of measures?  
 
The content around the study protocol should go into the final article 
with results and will require more details around the data analysis 
plan on how co-variates were analysed. There is mention of 
qualitative aspects of the survey - will these be only specific to 
raising concerns to note for future use/refinement of the survey or 
will there be free text that content analysis would be employed?  
 
Overall it is not clear of the 'so what' in what this work will yield as 
new knowledge to a growing body of literature and bedside 
handover that compares/contrasts different perceptions - this needs 
to be more explicity stated. For example, you  
may want to review two other published manuscripts that were part 
of a larger study that involved nurses, managers and patients and 
their family members that accompagny Jeffs et al reference 31  
 
Jeffs L, Cardoso R, Beswick S, Acott A, Simpson E, Campbell H, Lo 
J, Ferris E. Enablers and Barriers to Implementing Bedside 
Reporting: Insights from Nurses. Canadian Journal of Nursing 
Leadership. 2013; 26(3):39-52  
 
Jeffs L, Acott A, Simpson E, Campbell H, Irwin T, Lo J, Beswick S, 
Cardoso R. Enhancing Nurse Surveillance, Accountability, and 
Patient Safety: The Value of Bedside Shift Reporting. Journal of 
Nursing Care Quality.2013; 28(3):226-32.   
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VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

 

This paper is focused on an important and timely issue- how to motivate and improve bedside nursing 

handover – by surveying and comparing nurses and patients preferences. There is a lot to like about 

the study: The focus on patients’ involvement during handovers, surveying nurses and patients alike, 

the use of DCE research design, and the thoughtful methodology. Yet, I have also several concerns, 

in regard with whether protocols are scientifically credible, and whether the design is procedurally 

sound. In the following, I detail my concerns, which I hope can guide the authors in developing their 

ideas further.  

 

Point 1. Aims. One of the study main aims is to compare the preferences of different aspects of 

handovers for nurses and patients. First, please clarify in the aims section (and in the abstract) the 

subjects of preferences of nurses as compared with patients: is it only patients’ involvement? Does it 

include also time constraints and confidentiality? What about patients’ quality and safe care? The 

latter seems also a crucial implication of bedside handover.  

We thank the reviewer for this comment. Upon reflection we did not express the aim of the study as 

clearly as we could have. The text has now been revised. In the Abstract, under Aims, the relevant 

text now reads:  

(i) identify, compare and contrast the preferences for various aspects of handover common to nurses 

and patients while accounting for other factors, such as the time constraints of nurses that may 

influence these preferences.  

The text in the Aims section in the body of the manuscript now reads:  

We have identified three main objectives for this study, namely:  

1. To identify, compare and contrast the preferences for various aspects of handover common to 

nurses and patients while accounting for other factors, such as the time constraints of nurses that 

may influence these preferences. The aspects of handover to be explored include whether the patient 

is invited to participate; the number of nurses involved in handover; if a family member is allowed to 

be present; the level of patient involvement; what information is discussed at handover; and how 

confidential information is exchanged. The impact of other factors on preferences such as individual 

characteristics, the number of hospitalisations (patients) and workload constraints (nurses) will be 

accounted for by their inclusion in the analysis.  

 

2. To identify opportunities for nurses to better involve patients in bedside handover; and  

3. To identify patient and nurses preferences that may challenge the full implementation of bedside 

handover in the acute medical setting.  

 

In response to the reviewer’s concerns about the inclusion of patients’ quality and safe care as an 

attribute, the first two paragraphs of the introduction outline that the attributes of clinical handover 

included in the survey are all part of quality and safe care of patients. These two paragraphs read:  

Clinical handover is an important aspect of safe patient care [1]. The definition of clinical handover is 

‘the transfer of professional responsibility and accountability for some or all aspects of care for a 

patient, or groups of patients, to another person or professional group on a temporary or permanent 

basis’ [2]. Shift to shift handover between nurses normally occurs two to three times per day in most 

hospitals and is an opportunity to promote a patient-centred approach to care [3-6].  

The Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Healthcare [7] advocates bedside handover with 

active patient participation. Whilst this guideline recognises that handover practices must be adapted 

to specific clinical environments, it recommends against handover being undertaken in a common 

staff area [7]. Handovers should occur in places that allow patients the chance to hear what is being 

said, correct any misinformation and ask questions about their care [8]. Whilst there is evidence that 

in general, nurses support patient participation [5], nurses control the physical location for bedside 

handover, not always conducting handover at the bedside, instead standing outside the patient’s 
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room or at the nurses’ station [9] which may hinder patient participation.  

 

Point 2. Second, the findings of Drach-Zahavy & Shilman (2015) highlighted the importance of 

delineating patient’s participation as a bi-directional concept: patient’s initiative and nurse’s initiative 

for participation. Patient’s initiative and nurse’s initiative for participation have different motives: 

Patient’s initiative refers to the efforts made by patients to start a conversation during handover in an 

attempt to take charge of their care, mainly by seeking information, asking for clarifications about 

ambiguous information and actively managing their care. Hence, patients apparently perceived the 

handover as an opportunity to obtain information. For nurses, initiative for participation apparently 

meant starting communication with patients during handover, in an attempt to set priorities, coordinate 

care, and create a first, unmediated impression of the patient, which they can then crosscheck against 

the verbal information exchanged at the handover and the written reports. Further patient’s initiative 

and nurse’s initiative for participation have different antecedents. Therefore, I question whether a 

similar set of attributes could be used for comparing between patients and nurses. Moreover, if so, 

are the attributes delineated in Table 1 tapping both patients’ and nurses’ motives. For example, for 

nurses, patient’s participation is important for getting a first impression of the patient, but this is not 

captured as a main attributes. Please clarify.  

The Reviewer raises an interesting point, that patients and nurses may have different motivations for 

participating (or not) in handover and that the initiative for participation may vary. DCEs are designed 

so that hypothetical, but realistic, scenarios can be presented to participants who then choose what 

they most prefer, given the set of alternative choices. As the motivations for preferring one option over 

another can vary for many reasons (for example, personality, values, beliefs, socio-demographic 

differences) it is important to be able to account for differences that may be due to identifiable inter-

person differences, by way of the inclusion of covariates. Some differences, such as age, gender and 

education level, are easily identified and included in the model. Other differences, such as beliefs or 

motivation are not.  

However, the important design issue for a valid DCE design is that all potential options are captured 

within each attribute. Thus, in relation to being invited to participate, either the patient is invited to 

participate, or they are not. This comprises a full set of options for participation. In this context, it may 

be that particular covariates are associated with strong preferences for either alternative. Here, the 

DCE results give a quantitative estimate of the strength of the preference, but cannot establish the 

reasons for particular preferences. Such an analysis is better suited to the use of qualitative methods.  

Thus, we argue that it is possible to identify a set of attributes that are common to both patients and 

nurses, as we do in this study, and to measure the strength of preferences for particular attribute 

levels relative to other attribute levels. We do not aim to explore the underlying motivations for these 

preferences.  

The use of a common set of attributes for both patients and nurses is a strength of our study design 

as this allows for the direct comparison of the relative preference for different attributes and levels. 

Moreover, the attributes used in this study were developed based on semi-structured interviews 

undertaken with both patients and nurses. If a different design was used for patients and nurses, such 

a direct comparison would not be valid as differences may be attributable to differences in survey 

design.  

Additional text has been added on page 5 under “Rationale for using a DCE design”, which reads:  

We will use DCE methodology in this study to directly compare the relative strength of preferences for 

different aspects of bedside handover in quantitative terms, which cannot be undertaken with 

qualitative analysis. The relative rankings of preferences will provide insight for clinical leaders and 

policy makers to identify which aspects of bedside handover are most important to which groups and 

can guide priority setting for the implementation of changes that support bedside handover as a 

common practice. For example, if it is found that patients, in general and accounting for a range of 

inter-personal differences, strongly prefer to be invited to participate in handover rather than not, then 

this provides evidence to clinical leaders that an invitation to participate should be considered for 

inclusion in practice guidelines.  
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Point 3. Third, as the findings of Drach-Zahavy & Shilman (2015) showed, inter-personal differences 

among patients can account for the different preferences to participate in handovers. Yet, your 

attributes were mainly situational. How can you account for such differences in the DCE research 

design?  

Following from our response to Point 2 above, the DCE methodology will be employed here to 

measure the relative strength of preference, taking into consideration identifiable inter-personal 

differences. Identifiable interpersonal differences can be accounted for in DCE models by their 

inclusion as covariates and/or their specification in a mixed logit model to explain the extent to which 

individual preferences vary around the mean sample preference parameter. In this study we have a 

different set of characteristics available for patients and nurses, but a common set of “situational” 

attributes. Both patients and nurses experience the same “situation”, but through different lenses. It is 

important to remember that inter-personal differences within patient and nurse groups are also likely 

to exist and may be even more likely to predict certain preferences.  

Additional text has been added on page 5 under “Overview of approach to DCE design”, which reads:  

DCE methodology allows researchers to estimate the relative strength of preference for particular 

attributes in quantitative terms. The dependent variable in the model represents the likelihood of 

choosing a particular bundle of attributes, known as an ‘alternative’, over any other alternative in a 

given group. The independent variables are the levels of the particular attributes included in the 

survey as seen by participants. Interpersonal differences can be accounted for by their inclusion as 

covariates and/or their specification in a mixed logit model to explain the extent to which individual 

preferences vary around the mean sample preference parameter.  

 

Point 4. Rationale for using DCE. The authors have provided a detailed description of the DCE 

research methodology. Yet, they did not explain why and how this methodology is suitable for 

answering their research questions. What is (are) the dependent variable(s)? What are the 

independent variables and the covariates? Why do the authors think that DCE is the preferable 

research design? How does the DCE research allow for testing the three study aims? I find these 

critical issues, as a discrete choice experiment protocol should guide other researchers how to 

conduct a rigorous DCE research.  

 

This is an important point for clarification for readers who are not familiar with DCE methodology. 

Additional text has been added on page 5 under “Overview of approach to DCE design”, which reads:  

DCE methodology allows researchers to estimate the relative strength of preference for particular 

attributes in quantitative terms. The dependent variable in the model represents the likelihood of 

choosing a particular bundle of attributes, known as an ‘alternative’, over any other alternative in a 

given group. The independent variables are the levels of the particular attributes included in the 

survey as seen by participants. Interpersonal differences can be accounted for by their inclusion as 

covariates and/or their specification in a mixed logit model to explain the extent to which individual 

preferences vary around the mean sample preference parameter.  

Additional text has also been added on page 5 under “Rationale for using a DCE design”, which 

reads:  

We will use DCE methodology in this study to directly compare the relative strength of preferences for 

different aspects of bedside handover in quantitative terms, which cannot be undertaken with 

qualitative analysis. The relative rankings of preferences will provide insight for clinical leaders and 

policy makers to identify which aspects of bedside handover are most important to which groups and 

can guide priority setting for the implementation of changes that support bedside handover as a 

common practice. For example, if it is found that patients, in general and accounting for a range of 

inter-personal differences, strongly prefer to be invited to participate in handover rather than not, then 

this provides evidence to clinical leaders that an invitation to participate should be considered for 

inclusion in practice guidelines.  
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Point 5. Qualitative findings. Please elaborate on the qualitative findings concerning patients and 

nurses. For example, for the nurses’ views: why did nurses approve of patients as participants? What 

personal and patients’ benefits (if any) were perceived by nurses as motivating patients’ involvement? 

Which patients’ characteristics were perceived as barriers for participation? Please also explain how 

these findings are integrated into the DCE design.  

 

Our previous qualitative research provides an in-depth analysis of patient participation in nursing care, 

which is detailed in the following articles:  

1. Tobiano, G., Bucknall, T., Marshall, A., Guinane, J., Chaboyer, W. (2015a). Patients’ perceptions of 

participation in nursing care on medical wards. Scandinavian Journal of Caring Sciences. 

doi:10.1111/scs.12237  

2. Tobiano, G., Bucknall, T., Marshall, A., Guinane, J., Chaboyer, W. (2015b). Nurses’ perceptions of 

patient participation in nursing care. Journal of Advanced Nursing. doi: 10.1111/jan.12740  

In our initial submission of this protocol paper we presented a broad overview of patients’ and nurses’ 

perceptions of patient participation in care, by presenting the categories we had discovered. We have 

now elaborated on the qualitative findings specifically in relation to handover, rather than providing a 

broad overview of our findings in relation to patient participation in care.  

This section on page 6, under the heading ‘Qualitative study to inform development of the DCE’ now 

reads as below:  

This study was informed by qualitative work which was undertaken prior to the development of the 

attributes and levels [42,43]. A literature review [6] was conducted which identified barriers and 

facilitators to patient participation in nursing care. In particular, information-sharing encounters, like 

bedside handover, were seen to improve patient participation. Next, the qualitative study was 

conducted at two different hospitals, one public and one private, in two different states of Australia. 

Twenty medical patients and 20 nurses were interviewed between November 2013 to March 2014 to 

elicit their preferences for patient participation. Registered and enrolled (similar to practical) nurses 

were both invited to participate, in line with the proposed sample for the DCE. Semi-structured 

interviews were undertaken and audio-taped. Patients and nurses were asked their perceptions and 

experiences of patient participation in the bedside handover. Importantly, if they saw no role for 

patients in bedside handover, they were probed further to find out why this was their preference. In 

addition, the participants were asked more general questions about patient participation including 

what it meant to them, their role and the barriers and facilitators to it, which is reported elsewhere 

[42,43]. Patient and nurse interviews were transcribed verbatim and analysed separately using 

content analysis.  

In terms of bedside handover, we found that some nurses approved of patients’ role in handover, as 

they believed they could provide updated information and clarify errors and valued the expert 

knowledge patients could share [43]. Nurses stated they played a role in encouraging patients’ 

participation by introducing themselves and informing the patient. However, not all nurses shared this 

view; some nurses did not encourage patient participation in bedside handover as they believed 

patients interfered or they felt they had to restrict information and keep it confidential. For patients, 

they expressed motivation to participate in their care [42]. Patients viewed bedside handover as an 

opportunity to gain information, which gave them the confidence to share information during this 

exchange [42]. However, patients’ confidence to participate was diminished if the nurse did not 

display a manner that invited them to participate [42]. Based on these findings, attributes were 

identified for consideration in the DCE survey.  

 

Additionally, our incorporation of Jeff et al.’s work may assist the reader in this understanding, which 

is detailed on page 3 under the heading ‘Nurses perceptions of bedside handover issues’. This now 

reads:  

Anderson et al.’s key issues are supported by other evidence exploring nurse perceptions of 

handover [5, 10, 12, 14-27]. In terms of the issue of confidentiality, mixed results are found, with some 

nurses voicing concerns around privacy and confidentiality when handing over information at the 
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bedside [22]. However, other nurses believe this issue is manageable, through more discrete 

strategies [17, 24, 25]. Another key issue in relation to bedside handover is the perceived time it takes 

to perform a bedside rather than recorded handover. Previous researchers have demonstrated that 

nurses felt pressured and lacked time to conduct bedside handovers [9, 27]. However, contrasting 

views were shown by Anderson and Mangino [23] who found nurses’ perceived bedside handover to 

be less time consuming compared to Jeffs et al. [26] who found it to be more time consuming, despite 

receiving more succinct and efficient information. Wilson [21] found variable views amongst 

participants. This is likely an important factor which shapes nurses preferences for bedside handover 

given their already significant workload. The third issue relevant here is the preference for the level of 

patient and/or carer involvement in handover. Nurses valued bedside handover as it offered a way for 

patients to participate [22, 28] by intercepting errors and clarifying plans and information [26], and 

believed that their patients were actively involved in the bedside handover process [29]. However, 

other nurses prefer little patient engagement in handover, viewing the patient as a source of 

disruption [27], sometimes standing in the doorway to curb patient involvement [24]. Observations of 

bedside handovers support the latter, with nurse-patient interaction not occurring in all cases [30].  

How the findings were integrated into the DCE design is addressed in the next point.  

 

Point 6. The selection of attributes. In line with my previous comments, I recommend that the authors 

would better justify their choice of attributes. What guided their decision? The authors do state that 

..”using the results of the literature review and the qualitative analysis, a full list of all possible 

attributes that appeared for both groups was implied…” yet, to my opinion, a critical issue is how they 

came with their list of 6 attributes.  

The explanation provided for the selection of attributes has now been revised. The text on page 6 

under the heading “Selection of attributes and levels for the DCE” now reads:  

A consensus group, comprising of nurses researching in the area of handover and patient 

participation, health economists and a health advocate who has worked in the area of handover was 

formed to synthesize the attributes and level for the DCE survey. The final list of attributes was arrived 

at following guidance from Bridges et al., by (i) considering any possible attribute thought to be 

relevant to the decision to prefer a particular handover situation compared to another (based on the 

literature review and previous qualitative work [42,43]) for either group; (ii) including those that could 

be realistically described in choice scenarios and were potentially amenable to change; and (iii) 

holding constant any that appeared relevant but which to be realistic for the scenarios could not be 

included (namely, the time of day handover occurred). All attributes that met these criteria were 

included in the DCE design..  

 

Point 7. The DCE design. I have several questions concerning the DCE design. First, as I noted in my 

previous comments, the authors should specify their dependent variables. Specifically is it only 

patients’ involvement or also time consuming and confidentiality. Second, please explain to the BMJ 

readers how your design captured 144 possible alternatives. Third, please explain how you limited the 

number of choice sets presented to patients (6) and nurses (9). Fourth, was the ordering of scenarios 

within the survey versions randomized to avoid ordering effects?  

The dependent variable, independent variables and covariates are now defined on page 5 under 

“Overview of approach to DCE design”, which reads:  

DCE methodology allows researchers to estimate the relative strength of preference for particular 

attributes in quantitative terms. The dependent variable in the model represents the likelihood of 

choosing a particular bundle of attributes, known as an ‘alternative’, over any other alternative in a 

given group. The independent variables are the levels of the particular attributes included in the 

survey as seen by participants. Interpersonal differences can be accounted for by their inclusion as 

covariates and/or their specification in a mixed logit model to explain the extent to which individual 

preferences vary around the mean sample preference parameter.  

 

Additional text and a reference has now been provided to explain how 144 unique choice sets can be 
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identified. This appears on page 7, under “DCE design”, and reads:  

As detailed in Hensher et al.[45], the number of possible unique choice profiles, given the inclusion of 

the specified number of attributes and levels is LA in an unlabelled DCE, where L is the number of 

levels and A the number of attributes.  

Additional text and a reference has now been provided to explain how the number of choice sets was 

limited to 6 for patients and 9 for nurses. This appears on page 7, under “DCE design”, and reads:  

In the first instance we estimated a D-efficient multinomial logit (MNL) fractional factorial main effects 

design, generating 36 choice sets using Ngene software [44]. Due to the time and fatigue constraints 

of respondents considered above, only a subset of the full design will be shown to each participant. 

Thus, the full design was separated (blocked) into 6 versions of the survey for patients (6 choice sets 

per participant) and four versions of the survey for nurses (9 choice sets per participant). Blocking is a 

statistical technique which is accepted practice in DCE design [45] to create subsets of the full design.  

Additional text has now been provided to explain that the survey version (block) was randomly 

allocated to respondents but that choice sets were not randomised within each version, since this is 

not easily achievable with the software. This additional text appears on page 7, under “DCE design”, 

and reads:  

The survey will be administered on an iPad, and the version (block) of the survey will be randomly 

allocated to each participant by the software used to administer the survey; however, the choice sets 

within blocks will not be randomised.  

 

Point 8. Sample size. Please provide power estimation to justify the future sample size. Please see de 

Bekker-Grob EW1, Donkers B, Jonker MF, Stolk EA (2015). Sample Size Requirements for Discrete-

Choice Experiments in Healthcare: a Practical Guide. Patient. Mar 1. [Epub ahead of print]. This issue 

is particularly important given the ability and willingness of patients and nurse to engage in such 

exercise.  

We thank the reviewer for alerting us to this new publication on the important issue of sample size. 

We note that this was not available to us at the time the sample size was calculated and the project 

was funded. We used the Johnson & Orme rule of thumb referred to in the paper by de Bekker-Grob 

et al. (2015). This rule “suggests that the sample size required for the main effects depends on the 

number of choice tasks (t), the number of alternatives (a), and the number of analysis cells (c) 

according to the following equation:  

N > 500c / (t x a)  

When considering main effects, ‘c’ is equal to the largest number of levels for any of the attributes. 

Using this rule we calculate that we will require 125 patients and 83 nurses (where c is 3, a is 2 as the 

opt out alternative is excluded from calculations and t is 6 for patient and 9 for nurses). However, this 

is a minimum and does not allow for the larger sample required to support the inclusion of individual 

characteristics as covariates in the model. There is little guidance on the sample size required to 

support these additional analyses. However, our proposed sample size of 400 patients and 200 

nurses is generous in comparison to other DCE sample sizes in the health literature (de Bekker-Grob 

2012) and is expected to be sufficient.  

Additional text has been added on page 8 under “Sample selection” in relation to the sample size 

calculation:  

Sample size calculations for DCEs are currently an emerging field of enquiry [50]. A number of “rules 

of thumb” exist in the literature and we used guidance from Johnson & Orme [50,51] to estimate that 

we would require a minimum sample size of 125 patients and 83 nurses to give precise estimates of 

main effects. However, we chose to recruit a more generous sample size to allow for the inclusion of 

individual characteristics as covariates in the model.  

 

Point 9. Covariates. Whether it is a first hospitalization or not seems to be very important covariance 

variable. In addition, I would recommend including some reference to the overload during the 

handover, whether as an attribute or as a consistent attribute in the instructions for the respondents to 

imagine a specific handover.  
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We agree with the Reviewer and consider that previous hospitalisations are likely to be important. We 

will collect data on the “number of hospitalisations in the previous year” in the patient survey, even 

though we did not list it in the examples provided in the text. This has now been included in the text 

on page 9 under the heading “Data analysis plan” and reads:  

There are a number of individual characteristics that we will be tested for inclusion in the model which 

may explain some variation in the results. These include socio-demographic variables for both 

patients and nurses (age and gender), a number of variables specific to patients (eg. marital status, 

highest level of education, number of hospitalisations in the previous year) and a number of variables 

specific to nurses (eg. level of responsibility, workload).  

We agree with the reviewer that different levels of nurse workload may affect nurse preferences for 

handover. We will account for nurse workload by using a covariate for the number of patients they are 

caring for on this shift.  

 

 

Reviewer: 2  

 

Overall this paper has too many components of the development, pilot testing and protocol for full roll 

out of a survey using DCE design that there are redundancies to two publications around the literature 

review and survey development that are in press yet also mentioned in this paper interspersed with 

the protocol for full implementation of the survey DCE design. For example, there is mention of the 

pilot on page top of page 7 and then outline of sample selection for study protocol then back to pilot 

description on page 8.  

 

Point 1. Given that there are already publications in press on the survey development recommend 

that this paper be streamlined to the pilot of DCE which there is a brief mention on page 8. This could 

be elaborated on in terms of how the pilot was undertaken/methods - was there psychometric testing 

(validity and reliability) in addition to feasibility types of measures?  

We respectfully disagree with the reviewer that this manuscript should be limited to discussion of the 

pilot for the DCE. The pilot study is an important component of the overall design, however, it is 

meaningless without the broader context within which it has taken place. A thorough explanation of 

how the DCE attributes and level were identified requires discussion of the previous literature review 

and qualitative work that informs this decision, as outlined in Coast, J., et al., Using qualitative 

methods for attribute development for discrete choice experiments: issues and recommendations. 

Health Economics, 2012. 21(6): p. 730-741. It is also in keeping with other DCE protocol papers 

which have appeared in this journal, see Wong SF, Norman R,Dunning TL, et al. A protocol for a 

discrete choice experiment: understanding preferences of patients with cancer towards their cancer 

care across metropolitan and rural regions in Australia. BMJ Open 2014;4:e006661. 

doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2014-006661.  

 

This protocol paper is for the DCE survey. The pilot results for the DCE have not been published 

separately. Only the qualitative results, which are wider than discussed in this manuscript, have been 

submitted for publication elsewhere [42,43]. The qualitative research focused on patient participation 

in care and the results are reported in these manuscripts, which reflect this wider purpose. While both 

the patients’ and nurses’ perceptions papers mention handover, it is not the focus of either paper.  

The current paper is a methods protocol paper for the DCE survey, which has ethical approval and 

has been funded under competitive research funding awarded from the Australian Research Council.  

In order to test if the overall design and randomisation process was working, a model using the pilot 

results was estimated. Additional text has now been added on page 9 under the heading “pilot of 

DCE”, which reads:  

A multinomial choice model was estimated using the pilot data to confirm the face validity of the 

survey instrument.  
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Point 2. The content around the study protocol should go into the final article with results and will 

require more details around the data analysis plan on how co-variates were analysed. There is 

mention of qualitative aspects of the survey - will these be only specific to raising concerns to note for 

future use/refinement of the survey or will there be free text that content analysis would be employed?  

The results of the DCE study will be published in due course.  

The qualitative aspects of the survey were designed for future use and refinement of the survey, but 

also as a means to identify any problems with the design of the survey experienced by participants 

which were not identified during pilot testing.  

 

Point 3. Overall it is not clear of the 'so what' in what this work will yield as new knowledge to a 

growing body of literature and bedside handover that compares/contrasts different perceptions - this 

needs to be more explicitly stated. For example, you may want to review two other published 

manuscripts that were part of a larger study that involved nurses, managers and patients and their 

family members that accompany Jeffs et al reference 31  

 

Jeffs L, Cardoso R, Beswick S, Acott A, Simpson E, Campbell H, Lo J, Ferris E. Enablers and Barriers 

to Implementing Bedside Reporting: Insights from Nurses. Canadian Journal of Nursing Leadership. 

2013; 26(3):39-52  

 

Jeffs L, Acott A, Simpson E, Campbell H, Irwin T, Lo J, Beswick S, Cardoso R. Enhancing Nurse 

Surveillance, Accountability, and Patient Safety: The Value of Bedside Shift Reporting. Journal of 

Nursing Care Quality.2013; 28(3):226-32.  

We thank the reviewer for these suggestions. When this study was conceived, Jeff et al.’s two papers 

were not yet published. We have added these references into the paper in the introduction.  

1. Jeffs L, Cardoso R, Beswick S, Acott A, Simpson E, Campbell H, Lo J, Ferris E. Enablers and 

Barriers to Implementing Bedside Reporting: Insights from Nurses. Canadian Journal of Nursing 

Leadership. 2013; 26(3):39-52  

2. Jeffs L, Acott A, Simpson E, Campbell H, Irwin T, Lo J, Beswick S, Cardoso R. Enhancing Nurse 

Surveillance, Accountability, and Patient Safety: The Value of Bedside Shift Reporting. Journal of 

Nursing Care Quality.2013; 28(3):226-32.  

On reflection, we realise we could phrase the introduction more clearly to address the reviewers 

comment. We have subsequently provided a discussion of patients’ and nurses’ perceptions of issues 

around patient participation, rather than their preferences. We have changed the subheadings in the 

introduction to reflect this (pages 3 and 4). Thus, we now recognise that there is a growing body of 

literature, including Jeff et al.’s work, that compares ‘perceptions’; however, our study is unique in that 

it estimates preferences (i.e. a quantitative measure of which aspects of a choice maximise 

satisfaction or utility [38,39]). Most previous work, like Jeff et al.’s work appears to focus on the 

benefits, limitations and issues around bedside handover, whereas our study will complement these 

qualitative findings by providing quantifiable/measurable preferences for bedside handover. We have 

added text at the end of the introduction (on page 4) to make the “new knowledge” aspect of our study 

more explicit:  

Overall, there is a body of evidence that addresses patients’ and nurses’ perceived issues with 

bedside handover. Our study will compliment these findings by addressing patients’ and nurses’ 

preferences for each of these perceived issues (i.e, define preferences opposed to perceived 

issues?). This will provide a measure of the relative strength and ordering of preferences in relation to 

different issues of bedside handover.  

In terms of the ‘so what’ factor, this is already detailed in the section titled ‘Rationale for using a DCE’ 

in the manuscript (page 5), which reads:  

DCE methodology has been influenced by psychology and economics and is used in fields as diverse 

as marketing, environmental economics and psychology [38, 39]. The basic premise is that 

satisfaction, or utility, is derived from the component parts of a good or service, which are known as 
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attributes. The levels of different attributes are varied and presented together within a simulated 

choice and survey participants are asked to choose which alternative they would prefer from the 

options presented. It is important that the choice set includes all possible alternatives, which may 

include an opt out alternative. The choice data are analysed using regression modelling in a random 

utility framework, in which participants are assumed to choose the alternative which maximises their 

overall utility. By asking participants to make repeated choices, statistical precision is increased.  

DCEs provide a better understanding of preferences than instruments like satisfaction surveys as the 

relative ranking of improvements in different attributes can be achieved. DCE methodology is 

complementary to qualitative analysis which allows a deeper understanding of why and how 

preferences have been formed. 

 

 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Anat Drach-Zahavy 
University of Haifa 

REVIEW RETURNED 31-Aug-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The reviewer completed the checklist but made no further 
comments. 
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